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Have something to say?

BREAKING NEWS: the sun does 
actually exist!

After continuous rumours that the 
Vikings had not only stolen all beau-
tiful women from Ireland, but also 
the sun, today has finally proven 
that we don’t have to believe every-
thing. First spotted by Irish organizer 
Hugo Lamont, on his early morning 
excursion to the toilets, now we are 
receiving more confirmations every 
minute. 

Stef Bogaerds, dutch participant, 
broke out in tears when he felt the 
hot rays warm up his wet skin. “I 
can’t believe it, for the past few days 
I had felt I had lost all colour in my 
life, but now I can take on the world 
again!” an excited Stef said, after 
which he shotgunned 5 beers, com-
pleted three workshops, helped fin-
ish the lunch box AND made out with 
the entire Swedish crew.

On this radar image (right), acquired 
from the internet, you can actually 
locate the beautiful island of Ireland. 
Don’t worry, the deep blue in the im-
age is not a giant rain cloud; it is the 
Atlantic Ocean. There is only rain in 
the UK, that other country where it 
always rains.

One reminder: now that the sun has 
appeared, it will only be a short time 
before those dreaded midges wake 
up again and suck out all the blood 
(or alcohol) in our bodies.

www.vytisgruzdys.com

look! no clouds!

EASA RADIO with 
DUNCAN & PAUL

Easa radio is a mystery...is there one or is there 
not? Radio is a medium of communication 
between communities as well as commu-
nication within the communities. Τhe initial 
idea was that easa should have its own way 
of interaction with  the outer world as well as 
a real time documentation process. as archi-
tecture students we are used in listening to 
music during working to arise our productivity.
So why don’t we share the same sounds while 
we share the same working space. 
Easa radio this year was more an experiment 

.Due to lack of radio equipment and bad luck 
the easa live radio failed. Yesterday night Dun-
can (an umbrella veteran) and Paul, who are 
the so called BOLD journey (an island wide 
journey of discovery, experimentation and 
celebration, a near 2 week voyage around the 
island of ireland to meet groups, projects, com-
munities, places that have had BOLD dreams 
of building a better world and done something 
about it) who have lately been visiting the kent 
climate camp, arrived in letterfrack. They are 
beeing experts in documentating and covering 
events like easa and they are really interested 
in the meaning of radio and community as 
well as  audio documentation as a way of in-
formation, exchange and archiving . Yesterday 

as well as today they recorded Brian Anson 
while he was narrating one of his stories and 
you can find the recorded file in mp3 format in 
their wikispace under the address 

http://boldjourney.wikispaces.com/
BOLD+RADIO 

We were very happy to meet them and talk 
to them about the idea of an easa radio. It is 
evident that a proper radio station every year 
is almost impossible, thats why we discussed 
the idea of using audio technology and inter-
net to make it happen and give also the oppor-
tunity to easa friends stay tuned in and listen 
to whats going on within the easa world online. 

The easa community is bigger than 400 par-
ticipants and could be even bigger using new 
media to inform people of what acctually easa 
is all about and what is going on during the two 
weeks of the assembly. This morning we had 
a workshop/discussion with them where they 
introduced us software suitable fοr stream-
ing radio as well as recording and editing 
programms (for instance oddcast, peercast, 
adobe audition, audacity). So the EASA.RADIO 
is not a utopia. what we need is time, good will 
and your input. The following days we will be 
working on the realisation of the internet radio 
and create a basis of EASA.RADIO live. We 
need your opinion,ideas,input. 
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Irish toast of the day. MAY ThE EnEMIES OF IRELAnD nEvER EAT BREAD nOR DRInk WhISkY, BuT BE TORMEnTED 
      wITH ITcHINg wITHOUT BENEfIT Of ScRATcHINg.

the sun does 
actually exist!

one more time:
green bags - card-

board/paper
yellow bags - bottles/

cans
blue bags - landfill 

aka other trash

Today we stepped in room 6 of the 
“green building” in the Inevitable work-
shop. The participants were there, sur-
rounded by wires, pasta, straws, plas-
tic,… but the tutors were nowhere to 
be seen. Hmmm. To dismiss out bad 
thoughts Saša appeared 2 seconds 
later and managed to find some time 
for us. here is the transcript of the in-
terview that is mostly real.

I: First of all, thanks for talking to us, 
we know you are having a busy day.

S: not at all, you are my favorite news-
paper. I read you every day.

I: Could you explain the name of your 
workshop, designing the Inevitable and 
how many participants have you got?

S: Designing the inevitable is design-
ing something new but preserving the 
old techniques that were once present 
in the craft. It is adaptation of the ma-
terials scale, to make the old interest-
ing again.

I: How is that inevitable?

S: have you ever come across a design 
that is so utterly simple and beautiful 
that you just went:… yes, that makes 
sense. And ten.

I: Ten what?

S: We have ten participants. There is 
one from Bosnia, one from Macedonia, 
two from Belorussia, 2 from georgia 
and 3 from Sweden. We had one guy 
from croatia and one girl from france 
but they left. 

I: Do you have any guys since the topic 
of knitting is supposed to be more in-
teresting for girls.

S: You wouldn’t believe how many guys 
you can find when researching the 
topic. They can be very inventive with 
the technique and the materials (So 

can girls). Two and a half guys applied 
to the workshop. The half had to leave 
after the first week.

I: So at what stage are you with the 
workshop now?

S:. Designing the unimaginable. we 
are in the building process as you can 
see from our working space. It is going 
to be fantastic and unpredictable!

I: I heard there were some complica-
tions with entering room 6 yesterday. 
Something with the keys. What hap-
pened?

S: (giggle) yeah, we had some little 
problems with the keys that were for-
gotten in the room and we couldn’t 
enter. Luckily a Slovenian girl with a 
little Irish help saved us all. Praise the 
saviors!

I: We all should. Well, thank you for the 
lovely talk…

S: no, thank YOu umbrella!
 
I: …and say hi to Jera. Where is she 
btw?

S: He he, she is… resting. we will see 
her tonight.

 

A lot of people are having problems 
understanding the intricate waste 
management system here in Let-
terfrack. True, must be said, some 
elements of it resemble more some-
thing like rocket science than a 
clever way to minimize the impact of 
waste on the environment.

Umbrella sat down with Swedish 
Pelle, who had the very (un)thank-
ful duty of sorting out the trash this 
morning. Besides the fact that he 
had never felt dirtier in his life, he 
said that the way waste is organized 
here is very demotivating. You al-
most need a Ph.D in trashology to 
understand some of the symbols, 
but at the same time you are con-
stantly reminded of the pressing is-
sue.

In the end, waste recycling and man-
agement all comes to participants’ 
awareness. Just as how the Dutch 
and Irish governments failed to ex-
plain the necessity of the Lisbon 
Treaty (another story), the way trash 
is treated here doesn’t generate 
awareness. 

Because what we don’t want is 
this: ThE GREAT PACIFIC GARBAGE 
PATCh

The existence of the garbage patch 
received wider public and scientific 
attention after it was documented 

in several articles written by Charles 
Moore, a California-based sea cap-
tain and ocean researcher. Moore, 
returning home through the North 
Pacific Gyre after competing in the 
Transpac sailing race, came upon an 
enormous stretch of floating debris:

“  As I gazed from the deck 
at the surface of what ought to have 
been a pristine ocean, I was con-
fronted, as far as the eye could see, 
with the sight of plastic. It seemed 
unbelievable, but I never found a 
clear spot. In the week it took to 
cross the subtropical high, no mat-
ter what time of day I looked, plas-
tic debris was floating everywhere: 
bottles, bottle caps, wrappers, frag-
ments. ”

—Charles Moore, Across the Pacific 
Ocean, plastics, plastics, every-
where[3]

The size of the affected region is 
unknown, but estimates range from 
700,000 km2 to more than 15 mil-
lion km2. It has also been suggested 
that the patch may actually repre-
sent two areas of debris that are 
linked.

interested? youtube: 
“garbage patch pacific 
ocean”

quote of the day:
“I just made a nest from polystyrene and had a nap.” 

- carla Smythe (UK)

Participant Andrej:  “We have got beau-
tiful tutors… uh, and also cool.”

JERA...resting

WORKSHOP REVIEW- 
DESIGNING THE IN-
EVITABLE
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Irish saying of the day. Dá fHEABHAS é AN T-óL IS é AN TART A DHEIREADH [daa feebhas i an tool ees an tart a djeiraat] good as drink is, it ends in thirst.

Yes, dear readers, I am back again. 
Those of you who attended EASA in 
Budapest may remember my ad-
vices, or even used them on partici-
pants of either gender.

Alas, word has come to me a lot of 
participants are once again in need 
of some tips on the approaching of 
“victims” (or chosen ones, depend-
ing on your physique), as well as 
the best way to avoid beer goggles 
mismatches. And for those who feel 
ready to take the next step, a crash 
course in spotting that one place to 
make sweet love.

Pick up lines

the easy one: 
DID IT huRT? WhAT? WhEn YOu 
fELL fROM HEAVEN...

the intricate one:
take an icecube, throw it on the floor 
in front of your pick, step on it and 
say: NOw THAT wE’VE BROKEN THE 
ICE, LET’S ELOPE.

the dirty one:
ThE WORD OF ThE DAY IS LEGS. 
nOW GO TO MY ROOM AnD SPREAD 
THE wORD

the desparate one:
I HAVE A KNIfE, gET IN THE VAN.

the extremely long one:
IF YOu WERE SuDDEnLY TRAnS-
PORTED TO ThE Sun BECAuSE 
OF An EvIL SChEME DEvISED BY 
AN EVIL RUSSIAN cHIcKEN AND 
ASkED TO TAkE OFF YOuR CLOThES 
AND MAKE LOVE TO THE BURNINg 
fLAMES AND THEN REcITE THE 
PRESIDEnTS In ALPhABETICAL OR-
DER BY ThEIR MIDDLE nAME WhILE 
JUggLINg 11 MIDgETS HOLDINg 
SODA CAnS BETWEEn YOuR TWO 

FROnT TEETh ThAT WILL BE OPER-
ATED On BY 86 EvIL CzEChOSLO-
VAKIAN DENTISTS NAMED fARKUS 
WhO GOT ThEIR DEGREES STuDY-
INg THE TASTE BUDS Of TOM SELL-
EcK AT A cOLLEgE NAMED AfTER 
SOME GuY WhO WASTED AWAY 
hIS LIFE BY EATInG PORk GRInDS 
NAKED IN HIS MOM’S BASEMENT 
WhILE SEARChInG FOR PICTuRES 
Of KIRSTEN DUNST TO USE fOR 
PuRPOSES ThAT CAnnOT BE Ex-
PLAInED BY ThE 1972 JunIOR hIGh 
cLASS Of SOME ScHOOL THAT NO 
ONE cARES ABOUT IN EASTERN 
IDAHO wHERE wOODLAND cREA-
TuRES ChOOSE TO SPEnD ThEIR 
LIvES TRYInG TO RECREATE SOME 
BAD 1940’S SOAP OPERA InSTEAD 
OF FROLICkInG hAPPILY In ThE 
WOODS, WOuLD YOu PREFER ChOC-
OLATE IcE cREAM OR VANILLA?

okay kids, that’s for the pickuplines. 
Please report umbrella on the effec-
tiveness of them, or if you have any 
ones yourselves we are dying to hear 
them as well.

the Morning After 

We’ve all probably experienced it al 
least once in our lives: you go out to 
the club, drink a few beers, lose your 
standards, pick up a person to have 
sexy time with and wake up next to 
the next morning, only to realize that 
he/she/it is something less of a hot 
person and something more repre-
senting roadkill.

now, replace [the club] with [the un-
dercroft lounge], a [few beers] with 
a [shitload of beers] and [next morn-
ing] with [next afternoon], and you 
will have a fairly accurate descrip-
tion of a successfull pick up. Except 
the roadkill part. So, Doctor Love has 
written down the definitive guide to 
avoiding those awkward silences 
and faulty beer goggles.

1. JUST DON”T DRINK. we know that 

sounds both stupid and impossible 
in the normal EASA environments, 
but cutting down on the pints might 
actually prevent you from hooking 
up with somebody that looks like 
your/a mother-in-law

2. DRINK TOO MUcH. just as drink-
ing too little keeps you mental state 
in line with a proper level of judg-
ment, drinking too much pretty 
much cancels the physical motiva-
tion you need. And, a person passed 
out on the floor is also not very likely 
to be picked up, which is obviously 
another benefit.

if these tips haven’t stopped you 
from picking up somebody you 
weren’t supposed to, and now it’s 
the next morning and you open your 
eyes to see that the alcohol played 
a game with you, there’s always the 
morning after method:

1. PLAY DEAD. since you were prob-
ably pretty drunk already when you 
met your love companion, you might 
as well take the state you’re in into 
the extreme and not breathe, not 
move and especially not look. Works 
with bears as well.

2. PLAY DESPARATE. the other way 
to get rid of your bedmate is to say 
you want to marry him/her straight 
away. Experts in this technique al-
ways carry a set of wedding rings 
and a partially filled-in wedding 
contract. watch out though, as this 
method might backfire and.... you 
know what. Famous examples are 
Britney Spears and Peaches honey-
blossom Sillyname geldof.

where to....?

now that we’ve covered pretty much 
the basics of hooking up and getting 
rid, there is but one element left. Dr. 
Love strongly readers younger than 
23 or from catholic descent to stop 
reading, as it may be too graphic.

As we are all architects, and this 
year’s theme is ADAPTATIOn, find-
ing spaces for sexy time in and 
around the Letterfrack furniture col-
lege has been a relatively easy task. 
here’s a list of places that are told to 
be adaptable:

A] cIRcUSTENT - only for those 
without vertigo. Or shame.

B] ELLIS hALL - everybody’s watch-
ing. Especially during dinner time.

c] RADIOSTUDIO - nobody’s watch-
ing, but everybody’s listening

D] EVENTS TENT - only after 
1130pm.

E] UNDERcROfT - only before 
1130pm.

f] TUTOR ScHOOL - nobody’s watch-
ing, it’s warm and comfortable, and 
that’s exactly why it’s not on the 
map. Experienced EASA partici-
pants are familiar with the benefits 
of being a tutor; that’s why there’s 
so many tutors. Once again, not on 
the map. Paul Farrell (uk tutor no-
madic Instamatic) is willing to point 
out the directions though.

G] GRASS - very wet.

hearts on fire with 
doctor love (live.)

A A

B

D

E

G

G

G

G

C
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Food Glorious 
Food:
As everyone nurses yet another 
headache from yet another national 
evening they may be having flash-
backs of just how brilliant the food 
was. 

The highlight was the British scones;  
freshly baked that day by resident 
masterchef Matt, aided by his merry 
band of helpers, they surpassed all 
expectations of quality. For those 
who might be tempted to bake them 
once they get back home here is 
Matt’s secret recipie, which was 
beaten out of him by some hungy 
participants:

A big bag of flour
A spoonful of Bicarbonate of soda
cinnamon to taste
Raisins 

Mix everything together with a 
splash of milk until you achieve a 
firm dough, then roll it out with a 
floured rolling pin. Cut to size, then 
whack them in the oven for 15 mins 
at 200 degrees.
 
Pukka!

while some of us choose to go to In-
ishboffin Island or beachhorseriding, 
the true cosmopolitans amongst the 
EASA participants choose to take 
sunday’s exursion to galway city, 
thriving metropole of the west. And 
what did we do there? Yup, shopping. 
And some culture. Especially the 
amazing exhibition on the one-hour 
visit of JFk in 1963 left a lasting im-
pression on those fortunate enough 
to visit it. Apart from that, Galway 
is like any other city, heavily depen-
dend on shopping and tourism, and 
at the same time struggling to main-
tain a clear position and identity in 
our hyperglobalised world.

Enough words, shopping spree!

Look what I got! An x-Ray of my 
messed up elbow!

A book on Irish Theatre. Very inter-
esting indeed.

A salt & pepper set dressed as sheep. 
AnD a very lovely smile (SOLD OuT)

High Rise Fun 

Club Update
The first official meeting of the 
high rise fun club was resounding 
success, with new recuits arriving 
left right and center all throughout 
the evening. Many decisions where 
made, charters ratified and rules 
added during the long arduous  
hours of debate and discussion. The 
dizzying  array  topics ranged from 
where to get large shoes all the way 
through to being able to see at gigs.  
The club motto was decided upon 
by a unanimous vote:  Procerus Est 
Melior Quam Pinguis, which roughly 
translates as Tall Is Better than fat.   
Many different club songs were ex-
periment  with in our deep booming 
voices, including the slightly fascistic  
“height is Might, height is Might…”, 
but the overall winner was:

“High Rise Fun Club,
High Rise Fun Club, 
We are bigger than you, 
We are bigger than you,
And you, and you, and you and you 
and you”

Repeat ad nauseum.

The song is to be accompanied with 
lots of finger pointing at the shorter 
people.

The minimum height requirement 
has been slightly changed; it is still 
Paul Farrell, but it is regardless of 
his footwear, even if he starts wear-
ing high heels  that will be the mini-
mum height. You cannot question 
the rules of high Rise Fun Club, even 
though they may be strange and il-
logical, they are rules for a reason.

On a closing note, our thanks go out 
to the smaller arm rest members 
who kept us upright throughout 
night  to continue the conversation 
high above their heads, we couldn’t 
have done it without you. 

The next meeting will be tonight at 2 
am at the same location.
 
The topic of the first debate will be 
“Is there such a thing as being too 
tall…?”

we bought an original irishman (oir-
ishmon) complete with woolen coat, 
hat and pipe! And a lot of shoes!

Sleeping bag ‘cause I’m cold, books 
‘cause I felt stupid, Long John un-
dies.... just because.

shoes! that are not made for Ireland! 
but I bought them anyway!

So, for all you capitalists out there, 
that feel that a day without shopping 
is a day wasted, galway is only an 
hour and a half away by bus, and of-
fers a wide array in shops, pubs and 
cultural locations, such as the span-
ish arch.

And the McDonalds has two storeys, 
unlike the ones I know from back 
home. can you imagine how many 
Big Macs they must sell every day?

Remember, look at the photos and 
realize: shopping makes happy.

GOOD TIMES IN GALWAY
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NC of the Day – Rune 
Madsen, Denmark

hej Rune, how is the atmosphere in 
the danish team these days?
- Pretty amazing, we are 
keeping up the heat in the cold tent. 
And we finally cleaned up after na-
tional evening, that’s nice.

Are you sleeping well?
- Yes, I have got a little heat-
ing bag, I just have to slap it and then 
it heats me all night long..

You haven’t been breakdancing this 
year, have you?
- No, it’s hard without mu-
sic, or well, I did actually break-
dance in Dublin. I’m still waiting for 
the irish to build the dancing scene 
they promised me last year.

Do you have any favorite country at 
this years EASA?
- Yugoslavia!! It was so 

beautiful on national evening. I spent 
a lot of time learning their national 
anthem, the words were a bit tricky 
but I learned it in the end.

Who is your favorite person on this 
years EASA?
- Stephen, one of the chefs. 
He is the first guy who ever fired me 
from a job. He claimed I was making 
the pasta cold, but it was because it 
was too hot, I only tried to help..
.
whats the best thing about being 
Nc?
- Having the responsibilty 
for Anders and all his actions.

whats the worst thing about being 
Nc?
- Having the responsibilty 
for Anders and all his actions.

Do you have any motto?
- You can sleep when you 
die.

Chris Maloney (uk) - “I 
like the way people hated 
it, until they got to the 
table, and it was nice and 
quiet. As people got more 
drunk, we needed more 
security on the entrance.”

Alkistis Thomidou (gR) 
- “I enjoyed it so much, I 
queued twice.” Thomas Bennell (UK) - 

“Bloody brilliant. It worked 
a treat.”

Paul Flynn (IRL) - “It was 
very organised and gentle-
manly.”

Joanna Attval (SE) - “kind 
of annoying.”

katia Fodor (hu) - “It was 
funny, much better than 
the first national eve-
ning.”

question of the day!

more interesting 
drawings by Brian 
Anson

This drawing is from a set called 
“the Black Drawings”, which “arose 
out of a combination of panic, anger 

and confusion, which, literally, last-
ed a fortnight - so the drawings were 
done in two weeks. This is what hap-
pened one night sometime in 1979 
in London.”

what did you think of the english 
queuing at national evening?
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MAIL LOSTIES AND FOUNDIES TO
easa008umbrella@gmail.com

Sam from the uk lost 10 (ten) tokens and would like to have them back; either in 
token form or in drink form. / Carla, also from the uk has lost her very fashionable 
and trendy black sun hat. It is her very favourite hat, so keep an eye out for it. / Andy 
from Sweden lost his black hangover sunglasses [brand: lespecs] So now everybody 
can see what a hard time he has...

Maypole Dance 
Research

The Maypole is a tall wooden pole 
(traditionally of maple (Acer), haw-
thorn or birch), sometimes erected 
with several long coloured ribbons 
suspended from the top, festooned 
with flowers, draped in greenery and 
strapped with large circular wreaths, 
depending on local and regional 
variances. What is often thought 
of as the “traditional” English/Brit-
ish maypole (a somewhat shorter, 
plainer version of the Scandinavian 
pole with ribbons tied at the top and 
hanging to the ground) is a relatively 
recent development of the tradition 
and is probably derived from the 
picturesque, Italianate dances per-
formed in mid-19th century theatri-
cals. It is usually this shorter, plainer 
maypole that people (usually school 

children) perform dances around, 
weaving the ribbons in and out to 
create striking patterns.

With roots in Germanic paganism, 
the maypole traditionally appears in 
most germanic countries, germanic 
country-bordering and countries in-
vaded by Germanic tribes after the 
fall of the Roman Empire (like Spain, 
France and Italy), but most popularly 
in germany, Sweden, Austria, the 
united kingdom, the Czech Repub-
lic, hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia, and 
Finland in modern times for Spring, 
May Day, Beltane and Midsummer 
festivities and rites.

At the End, it is about having babies, 
as you can assume. Maybe it acti-
vates the need for the other (or even 
the same) gender!

hosted yet another national evening 
and it was a success.
Our hosts, the Irish, indirectly ex-
plained why they are so damn good 
at making whiskey;  soil, potatoes 
and porridge needs something to 
party it up and what does that bet-
ter than Irish Whiskey? The Paddy’s 
went down well, thanks.

Uk showed us their best side. Tea, 
scones and bouncers. The latter a 

NATIONAL EVENING 
#2: IRELAND, UK, 
BALKANS

So with our trust to Bulgaria, Ruma-
nia, uk, Bosnia and herzegovina, 
Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia, Slovenia 
and Ireland, we finally had a second 
night of extreme multicultural booze 
indulgence.
for you who missed it, yesterday at 
approximately 9 p.m. the events tent 

thing that at one point got one of the 
girls waiting in line very frustrated. 
She was forced to the back of the 
line and took matters in her own 
hands and tried to get in once more 
by taking hostages with an extreme-
ly lethal paper gun. 
Something that we don’t look at eas-
ily, EASA spirit doesn’t support the 
use of violence to gain your personal 
needs. 
Romania gave us sausages and 
shots and Bulgaria made us drink 
the liquorice tasting Rakia from a 
melon. Something we can actually 
learn from because we could really 
cut down carbon emissions if we 
started to transport all our alcohol 
in fruits.
Still, the main event of the evening 
must unquestionable be the reunion 
of Yugoslavia. You read about it in 
yesterdays umbrella and you saw it 
with your own eyes later on, the Yu-
goslavs put all their tables together 
and dressed in blue little hats and 
red scarfs they put on a show that’s 
already EASA history.
Not many can remember what they 

drank or even less from which coun-
try it was from but that didn’t matter, 
this night it was only Yugoslavia and 
to be honest, it wasn’t exactly the 
spirits that made this night special.
Lead by their former president Tito 
and his beautiful wife Yovanka the 
Yugoslavian team gathered all their 
participants on the stage and per-
formed hej Sloveni! the national an-
them in Serbo-croatian.
A performance that were followed 
by massive applause and the chant-
ing: YuGOSLAvIA!  YuGOSLAvIA!!  
YuGOSLAvIA!!! 

very moving actually.

Later on, as usual, the party went on 
downstairs with traditional maypole 
dance, irish bag pipe and a guest 
apperance from the swedes who 
borrowed the maypole and used it 
as their midsommarstång (midsum-
mer pole) followed by traditional 
dance and singing.
Consensus: people got well smashed 
but woke up with a warm heart.

a traditional Maypole Dance - why didn’t we have these outfits?


